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About This Game

Disney The Lion King brings to life the majesty and mystery of Africa through the tale of Simba, a lion cub faced with the
challenging transition to maturity. Now, you too can be part of the adventure!

Driven into the wilderness by his evil uncle Scar, Simba finds salvation and Hakuna Matata with Pumbaa the warthog and
Timon the meerkat.

Tackle heinous hyenas in the elephant’s graveyard, avoid the trampling hooves of stampeding wildebeest as you battle through
10 levels to ensure Simba claims his rightful place as The Lion King.

●Join Simba through 10 levels on his journey from cub to king

●Enjoy adaptations and orchestrations from the award-winning soundtrack, including “I Just Can’t Wait to Be King” and
“Hakuna Matata”

●Jump, climb and fight your way through this adventure, collecting bugs along the way
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I got this for free and still feel ripped off.

D:. Can't recommend this game to anybody. The controls are more frustrating than fun. When most of my time is spent trying to
fight the controls rather than solve the puzzle there's something wrong with the foundation of the game.. The perfect game.... Do
you remember cannon fodder ? Of course you do. If you liked that game you might like this one to.
Its a topdown squad shooter game. It has nice graphics and good controls. Overall its a really good game with lots of potential.
But.. yeah there are plenty of buts in this game. The AI is in this game leaves plenty to the imagination. Your own squad AI
consist of shooting you in the back or the other AI in the squad. And the enemy AI move like squads and throws grenades and
shoots at you instead of their own and they are pretty accurate with their guns.
You can give your AI soldiers commands but they hardly ever work like they should and the AI get stuck quite often in trees or
pallets.
In this version we get to try jungle warfare, flying a chopper and driving a tank and even stealth elements.
So it got very much potential in form of maps\/gameplay but then again the AI strikes. When flying a chopper or driving a tank
the AI doesnt do much since you just wreck the place yourself pretty much godmode. The stealth mission the AI get stuck in the
fence, rocks, trees yeah well i think the rolled themselves in glue before the mission. And in the first jungle mission you can
rush like rambo until your AI shoots you in the back.
But if you dont mind the broken AI and perhaps play with your friends instead, when this options will work i'm sure the game
will be freaking awesome just like cannon fodder was back in the day.
So to finsih it up

Pros:
+Its cannon fodder HD
+Solid Gameplay
+Nice maps
+Tanks\/Choppers

Cons:
-AI
-AI
-AI
-AI. I wish there was a neutral option not just recommend or not.

Lets get one thing clear, this is not a game. it's an audio book of a choose your own adventure style story. all you have to do is sit
back and listen... ore read if you want but the narrator is actually good so you'll miss out on that.

This issue I had wasn't that but the book/game itself, it just wasn't interesting. It read as cheesy fanfiction and I've found myself
yawning 30 minutes in.

Perhaps the target is a younger audiance like tweens or something because to me this just wasn't fun, funny or interesting.

The art is lovely, sometimes you'd get a good line or twist thrown in but overall not for me, I can see it being a niche game
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though so if you think this is your thing then grab it if it goes on sale. I know the actual book retails for around $30 and there are
alot of extras thrown in to PC version to make it worth getting. (also no trees get harmed in the downloadable version!). A
friend offered me a key for this game so I checked out what this game was about before accepting the key and it interested me.
I have no interest in first person indie games for the most part, but this game was cool. The visuals are great, I like the music, I
love the atmosphere, and the story held my interest. It's a simple mystery game and the driving is a bit clunky, but it's worth a try
for the price. I wasn't expecting much, but this game was definitely sataisfying to play. The game took me about an hour and 20
minutes to finish. I did get this game for free, but I decided to purchase a copy to support the developer. This game shows
potential for future games to come from this developer.

I only came across one spot missing physics, a railing at the train station on the beach's side was lacking physics. I could walk
right through it. Other than that it was a flawless play through. I never experienced any game breaking bugs or crashes.. It's a
throwback to 90s Doom\/Quake style arena games. The game only has two main areas, with about 15-20 total levels, and the
game can be beaten in about 1hr, but it was 1 hour of pure fun!. Cant Run PUBG? Then this is the game for you! I am glad
finaly some one made a BR game that any one can run! this game looks better than pubg and runs bettter too why not spend
some cash and hop into a game and have some fun with RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS You can Become the Russian you
allways wannted to Be! Drink Vodka with your friends and blow up some noobs with RUSSIA BATTLEGROUNDS you can do
what ever you Russian Heart wants!
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If you're looking for a good farming life simulator game like Harvest Moon this is not the game for you and you should check
out Stardew Valley.
If you're looking for a nukige disguised as a farming life simulator then this is your kind of game.

The farming and animal raising aspect is way too watered down, the only way to raise money quickly and get good discount is
by doing all the lewd stuff. Playing it 'clean' takes too long and it became rather repetitive on the later half with nothing much to
do. Also the english translation is a bloody mess but its fine since there isn't much story in it anyway.

I'm only recommending it because the art is fantastic and I know what I'm getting myself into.. This is actually a really cool
game and fun too.

Also changelings.. Not at all free to play. The art in this game was very beautiful, and captivated me for awhile. Although,
generally the controls to get your character around were very poor. If you want a game where you spend all your time running
back and forth, aimlessly.. this is for you. just got SO boring SO quickly, I had high hopes but man this flopped.. The music is
great.

The UI, the music and the artwork combine to give the game a dark and weird atmosphere. I actually quite like the pixelly art
style too.

Having hexagons instead of the usual squares for this kind of game makes for a nice little twist.

The deal-breaker is that I completed the game in about half an hour and do not feel I have any reason to return to the game.

I think this idea could be very successfull and I urge the developer to expand the game with more content.

As it is a game this short just isn't worth my money and I can't recommend it.. This game is SO FUN! simple and easy! Not to
mention the hours fly by when playing! Hopefully new maps will be added soon, maybe a deluxe version with high end graphics.
Other than that you will be hooked playing!. Endless Fun*
Great Game to play when you're bored, I love to challenge friends to who can get the highest score. Overall its a nice casual
game to play when you want to have some fun.
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